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O
rganohalide perovskite materials

12 have attracted tremendous atten-
13 tion in the past few years for
14 photovoltaic applications due to a number
15 of unique merits including simple and low-
16 cost fabrication methods, excellent optical
17 absorption with tunable band gaps, and
18 long carrier diffusion lengths.1�5 To date,
19 both mesoscopic and planar perovskite
20 solar cells have achieved remarkably high
21 efficiencies of more than 19%.6�10 In addi-
22 tion to the attractive power conversion
23 efficiency (PCE), utilization of facile and
24 relatively low-temperature fabrication pro-
25 cesses to prepare perovskite layers also
26 offers a potentially promising route to rea-
27 lize scalable and cost-effective photovoltaic
28 module production.11�17 In order to employ
29 perovskite solar cells for practical applica-
30 tions, including mobile power sources and
31 building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV), the

32PCE needs to be optimized and the portabi-
33lity and flexibility should be taken into con-
34sideration in device/module design, as these
35properties are beneficial for the convenience
36of practical use and ease of installation.
37Typically, flexible thinfilm solar cells are fabri-
38cated on plastic substrates. As a matter of
39fact, there have been a few reports of flexible
40perovskite solar cells fabricated on polyethy-
41lene terephthalate (PET) and polyethylene
42naphthalate (PEN) plastic substrates with
43the highest PCE up to 12.2%.18�23 In addi-
44tion, there are also reports on flexible per-
45ovskite solar cells on metallic foils, such as
46titanium, with PCE up to 10.3%.24,25 The
47perovskite solar cell fabrication process
48typically requires temperatures only up to
49100 �C. Thermal expansion of plastic and
50metallic substrates for this temperature range
51is still significant. Thus, the thermalprocessmay
52introduce stress and strain in the perovskite
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ABSTRACT Flexible thin film solar cells have attracted a great deal of

attention as mobile power sources and key components for building-integrated

photovoltaics, due to their light weight and flexible features in addition to

compatibility with low-cost roll-to-roll fabrication processes. Among many thin

film materials, organometallic perovskite materials are emerging as highly

promising candidates for high efficiency thin film photovoltaics; however, the

performance, scalability, and reliability of the flexible perovskite solar cells still

have large room to improve. Herein, we report highly efficient, flexible perovskite

solar cells fabricated on ultrathin flexible glasses. In such a device structure, the flexible glass substrate is highly transparent and robust, with low thermal

expansion coefficient, and perovskite thin film was deposited with a thermal evaporation method that showed large-scale uniformity. In addition, a

nanocone array antireflection film was attached to the front side of the glass substrate in order to improve the optical transmittance and to achieve a

water-repelling effect at the same time. It was found that the fabricated solar cells have reasonable bendability, with 96% of the initial value remaining

after 200 bending cycles, and the power conversion efficiency was improved from 12.06 to 13.14% by using the antireflection film, which also

demonstrated excellent superhydrophobicity.

KEYWORDS: perovskite solar cell . flexible glass . antireflection layer . superhydrophobicity . thermal evaporation
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53 films as well as transparent conductive layers of
54 devices, which result in lower PCE as compared with
55 devices fabricated on glass substrates deposited with
56 indium-doped tin oxide (ITO). Also, since metallic foils
57 are not transparent, only a substrate-type device
58 structure can be fabricated on top, whereas the
59 optimized perovskite thin film solar cells typically have
60 superstrate device structure. Therefore, a type of trans-
61 parent and flexible substrate with high-temperature
62 tolerance and low coefficient of thermal expan-
63 sion (CTE) is highly desirable for high-performance
64 applications.
65 In this work, we report the fabrication of flexible
66 perovskite solar cells on ultrathin willow glass sub-
67 strates using a two-step evaporationmethod. This type
68 of glass is hermetic, highly transparent, dimensionally
69 stable, impermeable to water molecules, and suitable
70 for high-temperature processing due to its low CTE
71 compared with that of foil and polymer substrates.26

72 The fabricated solar cell devices on the flexible glass
73 have demonstrated PCE up to 12.06% with reasonable
74 flexibility, retaining more than 96% of the original
75 value after 200 mechanical bending cycles. Further-
76 more, nanocone array films made of polydimethylsi-
77 loxane (PDMS)27�31 were attached to the front surface
78 of the devices, which demonstrated dual functions.
79 The nanocone array produces light scattering on the
80 front surface and thus serves as an antireflection
81 (AR) layer, which has further improved device PCE up
82 to 13.14%. Meanwhile, it possesses superhydrophobic

83properties, with a water contact angle of 155�. This
84unique property renders the device water repellent,
85which not only can lead to a self-cleaning function,
86in general, but also is potentially beneficial for device
87stability since perovskite material can decompose in
88water quickly without proper passivation.6,10

89RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

90In this work, perovskite thin film solar cells were
91fabricated on flexible willow glass (Corning) using a
92thermal evaporation process, as schematically shown in
93Figure 1 F1a1�a3. Thewillowglass has a thickness of 50μm,
94and it can withstand temperatures up to 500 �C, with a
95low CTE of 2.5 � 10�6 K�1. Here, we used a sub-100 �C
96process to fabricate perovskite thin film. Briefly, an ITO
97layer was sputtered on a flexible glass substrate as
98the transparent conductive layer, followed by sputter-
99ing of zinc oxide (ZnO) as an n-type compact layer.
100Then, a CH3NH3PbI3 filmwas deposited on the compact
101layer with sequential thermal evaporation of lead iodide
102(PbI2) and methylamine iodide (MAI) in a conventional
103thermal evaporator, followed by sample annealing
104at 90 �C for 45 min, in order to complete the reaction
105and crystallization. Afterward, 2,20,7,70-tetrakis(N,N-
106di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,90-spirobifluorene (Spiro-
107OMeTAD) was spin-coated on the perovskite film as a
108hole transfer layer. Finally, metal gold was thermally
109evaporated on Spiro-OMeTAD to complete the device
110as a back contact electrode. Figure 1b shows the cross-
111sectional SEM image of the completed devicewith each

Figure 1. Schematics of perovskite solar cell and nanocone film fabrication. (a1) Willow glass substrate. (a2) PbI2 evaporation.
(a3) MAI evaporation and annealing process at 100 �C for 45 min. (a4) Inverted cone array fabricated by a multistep
anodization and wet etching process on the imprinted Al foil. (a5) Premixed PDMS poured on a Au-coated template followed
by a degassing and curing process. (a6) Regular nanocone on flexible PDMS after peeling off. (a7) Schematic structure of the
perovskite solar cell device with nanocone PDMS film attached on the top. (b) SEM cross-sectional image of the perovskite
solar cell based on a flexible glass substrate. (c) SEM image of PDMS nanocone with 1 μm pitch and 1 μm depth.
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112 layer indicated. As the perovskite film is the key active
113 component of the device, its properties have been
114 characterized in detail. Figure S1a,b shows cross-
115 sectional and top-view SEM images of the perovskite
116 film only, suggesting that the thin film is crystallinewith
117 uniform surface coverage. Figure S1c,d displays an
118 X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern and photoluminescence
119 spectrum of the perovskite thin film. The XRD pattern
120 of CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite indexed in Figure S1c shows
121 that the perovskite thin film has a tetragonal crystal
122 structure.32 Also, the photoluminescence spectrum of
123 the perovskite film demonstrates a narrow and strong
124 peak at 790 nm, under excitation at 405 nm laser, which
125 indicates efficient radiative recombination. In our pre-
126 vious work, various nanostructures have demonstrated
127 promising potential to improve light-harvesting capa-
128 bility33�36 and performance of solar cells.37�40 In this
129 work, regular nanocone arrays were deployed on the
130 front surface of flexible glass substrates to improve
131 the light-capturing capability of the devices and to
132 achieve water-repellent and self-cleaning functions
133 at the same time. Figure 1a4�a6 shows the fabrication
134 process of PDMS nanocone arrays, and Figure 1a7
135 shows the final device configuration. Here, the inverted

136cone (i-cone) structure achieved by multiple steps of
137aluminum anodization and etching was employed
138as a template to fabricate a nanocone PDMS AR film.33

139The tilted angle-view and top-view SEM images of the
140i-cone template are shown in Figure S2. Note that the
141evaporation method is capable of depositing uniform
142perovskite film in a large area, and the nanocone array
143fabrication is also scalable; a 4 in. willow glass wafer
144could be deposited with perovskite film, and AR film
145with the same size has been fabricated, as shown in
146Figure S3. However, as we have used the spin-coating
147process to deposit Spiro, our practical devices typically
148have an area of 0.04 cm2.
149To investigate the impact of nanocone shape on
150its AR property, we have fabricated PDMS nanocones
151with three different aspect ratios (defined by height of
152nanocones over periodicity) of 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0, using
153different i-cone templates. Figure 1c illustrates the
154angular view of the nanocone film with an aspect ratio
155of 1.0. After the AR films on the solar cell devices were
156deployed, optical reflectance and absorptionmeasure-
157ments were performed and are shown in Figure 2 F2a. It
158can be seen that the absorption and reflection spectra
159of perovskite devices with and without AR film using

Figure 2. (a) Optical measurements of perovskite solar cell device with and without PDMS nanocone film. (b) Angular
absorption of perovskite solar cell with and without PDMS nanocone film. (c) Static contact angles of deionized water on the
PDMS layer with different aspect ratios. Inset image is a drop of water on the surface of the nanocone PDMS layer, with AR 1.0
showing a large contact angle of 155�. Self-cleaning experiment of the perovskite solar cell devices with (d1,d2) and without
(d3,d4) a PDMS nanocone layer.
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160 different aspect ratios were acquired in a wavelength
161 range from 400 to 850 nm. A homemademeasurement
162 setup equipped with an integrating sphere was used
163 for measurement, and in order to calculate the absorp-
164 tion spectra, the reflectance and transmission were
165 subtracted from unity. Apparently, the reflectance of
166 the devices with the AR films was significantly reduced
167 as comparedwith the devicewithout AR film in a broad
168 wavelength range. Particularly, the reflectance reduc-
169 tion is 6% for nanocone aspect ratios of 0.25 and 0.5,
170 and it is close to 8% for nanocones with an aspect ratio
171 of 1.0. The reflectance reduction is a natural result
172 of the tapered shape of nanocones, which changes
173 the effective refractive index from the air to the PDMS
174 gradually.30 The higher aspect ratio nanocones on one
175 hand provide a smoother gradient of effective refrac-
176 tive index; on the other hand, a high aspect ratio
177 structure increases light scattering, which further sup-
178 presses front side reflectance. Meanwhile, the reflec-
179 tance at the willow glass/PDMS interface is negligible
180 because of the marginal difference in the refractive
181 index for PDMS and the underneath willow glass. As
182 such, it is important to avoid air bubble trapping at the
183 interface between the AR film and the glass substrate.
184 Otherwise, the reflectance will be adversely increased
185 because of an abrupt change of refractive index.
186 In addition, the absorption of solar cell devices with
187 AR layers also demonstrated 6�8% improvement, as
188 shown in Figure 2a, which is consistent with reflec-
189 tance measurement results, and the absorption spec-
190 tra also reveal that perovskite solar cells have an optical
191 band gap of ∼1.55 eV, corresponding to a ∼795 nm
192 optical wavelength. It is clear that, among all the AR
193 films, 1.0 aspect ratio nanocones show the lowest
194 reflection and highest absorption. Therefore, AR films
195 with 1.0 aspect ratio were utilized here for further
196 studies.
197 It is worth noting that over the time the angle of solar
198 irradiation varies during a day, therefore, omnidirec-
199 tional light-harvesting capability is important for a
200 solar panel. In this work, optical absorption of per-
201 ovskite solar cell devices with and without AR films
202 was measured for different angles of the light inci-
203 dence varying from 0� (normal incidence) to 60� in 10�
204 intervals using a focused halogen light source and an
205 integrating sphere, as shown in Figure 2b. Interest-
206 ingly, the absorption of the devicewith AR film remains
207 almost unchanged from 0 to 60�; however, for the
208 device without AR film, the absorption decreases by
209 ∼12% after increasing the incident angle to 60�. These
210 results indicate that the nanocone-based AR film helps
211 the device capture light with both a broad wavelength
212 range and a broad incident angle range.
213 It is known that organometallic perovskite materials
214 decompose quickly in water.6 Therefore, a water proof
215 passivation/protection packaging layer for the device
216 is crucial from a practical standpoint. In our superstrate

217device structure, willow glass on the front side is dense
218and water impermeable; in addition, the nanocone AR
219films also have a unique water-repellent and super-
220hydrophobic property. This interesting property can
221avoid water accumulation on solar panels and reduce
222potential risk of damaging the perovskite layer. Also,
223PDMShas a strong van derWaals interactionwith glass,
224and as a result, PDMS can be easily attached to the
225willow glass.30 The static contact angles of deionized
226(DI) water on the nanocone PDMS layer with different
227nanocone aspect ratios are shown in Figure 2c. In order
228to measure the contact angles, 2 μL of DI water
229was used. It is interesting to see that a planar PDMS
230substrate is hydrophobic, with a water contact angle
231of 112�, and the contact angle increases monotonically
232with nanocone aspect ratio with AR 1.0 nanocones
233showing a contact angle up to 155�, which satisfies the
234critical condition of superhydrophobicity (Figure 2c).
235The reason that the contact angle increases with
236aspect ratio rests in the fact that a higher aspect ratio
237structure traps more air inside and typically provides
238less contact area to the water droplet on the top
239of nanocones.41 Besides water contact angle, roll-off
240angle is also an important parameter. In reality, there
241is always dust accumulation on the surface of a solar
242panel, which hurts panel performance dramatically.
243When the panel surface has nanostructures, the dust
244will be floating on the nanostructures, and if the water
245roll-off angle is small, the dust can be easily carried
246away by the water droplets upon rain fall. This will lead
247to a self-cleaning effect. Figure S4 shows the water roll-
248off angle on different AR films. It can be seen that the
249roll-off angle decreasesmonotonically with an increase
250of nanocone aspect ratio. Aspect ratio 1.0 nanocones
251can achieve a 13� roll-off angle. This small roll-off angle
252indicates that the AR filmmay have a dust self-cleaning
253function. To verify this, dust self-cleaning experiments
254were carried out and are shown in Figure 2d1�d4.
255In this process, the dust/sand particles can be easily
256moved by rolling a water droplet across the surface
257and removed from the device. In order to maintain the
258solar panel performance for long term, a self-cleaning
259property is highly desirable.
260To verify the experimental results, finite-difference
261time domain (FDTD) simulations were carried out
262on the devices with and without AR layers. As shown
263in Figure 3 F3a, the simulated absorption spectra show a
264consistent trend with the experimental ones for differ-
265ent aspect ratios of AR films. As can be seen, the AR film
266has a clear effect on improving the overall absorption.
267In order to identify the optimal aspect ratio of PDMS
268AR films, the absorption spectra of the devices with
269different aspect ratios were integrated with an AM1.5G
270solar spectrum (Figure 3b). The results illustrate
271that AR films improve the integrated absorption by
272around 1 mA/cm2, and the 1.0 aspect ratio shows the
273best absorption, which has a good agreement with
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274 experimental results. To shed more light on the de-
275 tailed absorption situation inside the perovskite layer,
276 the generation rate profiles for devices with and with-
277 out AR films are shown in Figure 3c,d. When the two
278 profiles are compared, the absorption of the device
279 with AR film shows a clear focusing effect inside the
280 perovskite layer, leading to significant absorption en-
281 hancement in the perovskite solar cell. Interestingly,
282 the hot spot of generation was found right below the
283 nanocone structure, inside the active perovskite layer,
284 as shown in Figure S5. This clearly indicates the benefit
285 of introducing the nanocone structure on top of the
286 device.
287 Figure 4F4 a shows the photograph of a nanocone AR
288 film naturally attached on the perovskite solar cell
289 based on flexible glass. The performance of the same
290 devicewith andwithoutARfilms hasbeen characterized
291 systematically. Figure 4b presents current density�
292 voltage (J�V) characteristics of a representative device
293 under 1 sun simulated illumination. The figures of merit
294 for this device together with average performance
295 of multiple devices are summarized in Table 1T1 . The
296 J�V curves show that the Jsc increases from 17.7 to
297 19.3 mA/cm2 after attaching the nanocone AR film
298 on the top side of the solar cell device, which results
299 in an enhancement in the PCE from 12.06 to 13.14%,
300 corresponding to a ∼9% increment. This can be clearly
301 attributed to the enhancement of light absorption using
302 AR film, as shown in Figure 2a. As presented in Table 1,
303 this conclusion is consistent for 10 devices with an
304 average PCE of 10.6 and 11.7%, without and with AR

305film, respectively. This improvement can also be con-
306firmedwith external quantumefficiencymeasurements,
307as shown in Figure 4c. As can be seen, the AR effect
308contributes to the entire wavelength range, which
309proves that the AR film is effective enough to harness
310visible light. In order to study the effect of scandirection,
311the forward and reverse scan direction were performed
312as shown in Figure S6. The results show that there
313is nearly no considerable change in the J�V curves.
314In addition, Jsc and PCE of the devices with and without
315AR film were measured at different incident angles,
316as shown in Figure 4d. Note that both Jsc and PCE are
317normalized with the horizontal light projection area on
318the device when it is inclined under the collimated
319irradiation, in order to have a fair comparison with the
320condition where the device is not inclined with normal
321light incidence. Because the AR film can be easily
322attached and detached, the same device was also
323used for the measurements. Apparently, the absolute
324enhancement of Jsc and PCE for devices with AR film
325is nearly 1.5�2.5 mA/cm�2 and 1�1.75%, respectively.
326More interestingly, with increasing light incident angle,
327both Jsc and PCE drop much faster without AR film,
328as compared to the case with AR film. Particularly, the
329efficiency of the device with AR film for a 60� incident
330angle is improved by 20% compared with the reference
331sample. This confirms the observation from Figure 2b,
332where the nanocones have omnidirectional light-
333harvesting capability. This property is highly attractive
334for solar panels without a mechanical solar tracking
335system.

Figure 3. FDTD simulation. (a) Absorption spectra and (b) integrated absorption of perovskite thin film integrated with
nanocone PDMS films with different aspect ratios. Integrated absorption is calculated by integrating absorption spectra
with an AM1.5G solar spectrum. Generation rate (number of absorbed photons/m3/s) in the perovskite layer (c) without and
(d) with PDMS nanocone film with AR 1.0. The maximum values of the color bars are both 2 � 1028 photons/m3/s, with red
showing a high generation rate and blue showing a low generation rate.
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336 Flexibility is a desirable feature of solar cells formany
337 applications, such as mobile power sources and BIPV.
338 In this work, 50 μm thickness renders willow glass and
339 our perovskite solar cells with respectable flexibility.
340 Figure 5F5 a shows a photograph of a flexible device. The
341 variation of PCE versus bending angle for a willow-
342 glass-based perovskite solar cell is shown in Figure S7.
343 Note that the change of light projection area on the
344 device during a bending process is considered when
345 calculating the power conversion efficiency. To exam-
346 ine the bendability of the devices, we used a solar cell
347 with a length of 3 cm and bent it to a radius of 4 cm by
348 applying mechanical force up to 200 cycles, then after
349 each cycle, the device performance was measured
350 repetitively. The maximum bending angle of a flexible

351device was found to be 90�, beyond that, the flexible
352glass substrate is prone to break. The effect of the
353bending cycles on the photovoltaic parameters of
354the device is presented in Figure 5b. The results show
355that Jsc, open-circuit voltage (Voc), and fill factor (FF)
356were only marginally reduced through the bending
357tests. Specifically, Jsc, Voc, and FF of the flexible device
358were reduced from 18.3 to 18.11 mA/cm�2, from
3590.98 to 0.97 V, and from 0.65 to 0.64, respectively.
360As a result, the PCE of the device is decreased from
36111.7 to 11.24% after 200 bending cycles. As shown in
362Figure S8, during bending cycles, microcracks and
363delamination could be produced at the interfaces
364between different layers of the perovskite solar cells,
365which would deteriorate the device and increase
366the series resistance of devices. It is noteworthy that
367in the current device structure there is no backside
368passivation, and the entire device is not packaged;
369thus the active layer is not in the mechanical neutral
370plane during bending. With proper packaging and
371placement of the films in themechanical neutral plane,
372the bending side effects can be minimized and perfor-
373mance degradation upon bending is expected to be
374much less.

Figure 4. (a) Photograph of perovskite solar cell based on flexible willow glass integrated with a nanocone PDMS layer. (b)
J�V measurements of perovskite solar cell devices with and without PDMS nanocone film (inset image is the schematic of
light scattering in the device with a nanocone layer). (c) QE measurement of perovskite devices with and without a PDMS
nanocone film. (d) Jsc and PCE of a perovskite solar cell device with and without a PDMS nanocone film obtained at different
incident angles of light.

TABLE 1. Figures of Merit for the Solar Cell Devices with

and without AR Films

devices

Voc

(V)

Jsc

(mA/cm2)

fill factor

(%)

efficiency

(%)

average of PCE

(%)

without nanocone 0.97 17.7 70 12.06 10.6
with nanocone 0.98 19.3 69 13.14 11.7
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375 CONCLUSIONS

376 In summary, we demonstrated flexible CH3NH3PbI3
377 perovskite solar cells fabricated on ultrathin willow
378 glasses using an evaporation method. A willow glass
379 substrate is transparent, waterproof, and compatible
380 with high-temperature processes with a low thermal
381 expansion coefficient. These attractive properties
382 make flexible glass a suitable replacement for flexible
383 polymer substrates. On this type of flexible substrate,
384 we have achieved device performance up to 12.06%.
385 Meanwhile, the device performance was further
386 improved to 13.14% by adding a layer of nanocone
387 AR film on the front surface of willow glass to
388 enhance light absorption. In addition, the AR film also

389demonstrated a water-repellent feature with a water
390contact angle up to 155� and a roll-off angle of 13�.
391These properties lead to an interesting dust self-cleaning
392function which helps to maintain solar panel cleanliness
393and stable power output. In the end, the flexibility of the
394devices has been evaluated with 200 bending cycles.
395It was found that device performance was not signifi-
396cantly affected by repetitive bending. Overall, to our
397best knowledge, the device performance reported here
398is among the best for flexible perovskite solar cells.
399The processes developed here open up a promising
400route for large-scale and cost-effective production
401of high-performance thin film photovoltaics, which
402are not limited to organometallic perovskite materials. 403

404 METHODS

405 Preparation of Nanocone AR and SC Layer. Aluminum foil
406 (0.25 mm thick, 99.99% purity, Alfa Aesar) was polished electro-
407 chemically and imprinted using a hexagonally ordered nano-
408 pillar silicon stamp with a pitch of 1 μm and a height of 200 nm
409 in order to create nanostructured indentation on the Al foil.
410 The i-cone pattern was fabricated on the imprinted Al foil by
411 multistep anodization using an acidic solution and proper DC
412 voltage, followed by a wet etching processes.30,33,34 Afterward,
413 50 nm thick gold was thermally evaporated on the i-cone array
414 as an antisticking layer. Then, the PDMS solution (Sylgard 184,
415 DowCorning, 10:1 ratio with the curing agent) was drop-cast on
416 the Au-coated i-cone template followed by a degassing process
417 and then cured at 80 �C for 2 h. Finally, PDMS nanocone films
418 with a thickness of 0.2mmanddifferent nanocone heightswere
419 peeled off directly from the i-cone template.
420 Methylamine Iodide Preparation. Methylamine (27.8mL, 33wt%
421 in ethanol, Sigma-Aldrich) was added dropwise to 30 mL of
422 hydroiodic acid (57 wt % in water, Sigma-Aldrich) in a 250 mL
423 three-neck flask and mixed at 0 �C for 2 h to complete the
424 reaction. TheMAI powderwas recovered from the solution using
425 a rotary evaporator at 50 �C followed by dissolving in absolute
426 ethanol and precipitating by addingdiethyl ether to the solution.
427 Finally, theMAI powderwasdried at 60 �Covernight in a vacuum
428 oven.
429 Device Fabrication. The 50 μm thick willow glass pieces were
430 purchased from Corning Company (USA) and cleaned prior
431 to use by the following procedure. First, they were immersed
432 in acetone (Merck) and then DI water (Milipore, 18 MΩ 3 cm)

433containing 3 vol % of Triton X-100 and sonicated for 30 min for
434each solution. The specimens were then rinsed with DI water
435and sonicated in isopropyl alcohol for 30 min, rinsed with DI
436water again, sonicated in a DI water batch for another 30 min,
437and finally dried by blowing with air. Thereafter, they were
438coatedwith 300 nm thick ITO followed by 50 nm thick zinc oxide
439as an electron transport layer using sputtering. Then, a two-step
440thermal evaporation method was employed to deposit the
441organohalide perovskite film on the substrates. Specifically,
442the PbI2 and MAI (CH3NH3I) were loaded onto two different
443quartz crucibles and then evaporated sequentially onto the ZnO
444compact-layer-coated ITO willow glass substrates under high
445vacuum (4� 10�6mbar) with a deposition rate of 0.1�0.2 nm/s.
446The vapor deposition rate was controlled using a quartz sensor
447and calibrated after measuring the thickness of PbI2 and
448CH3NH3I films. The sources were located at the bottom of the
449chamberwith an angle of 90�with respect to the substrates. The
450distance between source and substrate was 20 cm. We fixed
451the evaporation rate in a range of 0.08�0.15 nm/s. Since the
452relative composition of CH3NH3I to PbI2 and the overall depos-
453ited thickness are two key parameters to improve the device
454performance, we optimized them for evaporation method.
455Finally, we found that a 1:1 ratio of CH3NH3I to PbI2 and a
456thickness of 340 nm of the perovskite film were the best
457conditions in order to achieve optimal device performance.
458The as-deposited films were annealed at 90 �C for 45 min in
459the Ar-filled tube furnace. Thereafter, Spiro-OMeTAD (Lumtec,
460Taiwan) solution (80 mg/mL chlorobenzene) with 17.5 mL
461of Li-bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (Li-TFSI)/acetonitrile

Figure 5. (a) Photograph of perovskite solar-cell-based flexible willow glass. (b) Efficiency stability depending on bending
cycle in perovskite solar cells based on a willow glass substrate.
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462 (500 mg/mL) and 28.5 mL of TBP as additives was deposited on
463 the perovskite filmby a spin-coating process (3000 rpm for 40 s).
464 Then the devices were left in a desiccator overnight, and finally,
465 100 nm thick gold was deposited by thermal evaporation
466 (0.08 nm/s) as an electrode. The device area was 0.04 cm2.
467 Film Characterization. Field-emission scanning electronmicro-
468 scopy (JEOL JSM-7100F) and X-ray diffraction method (Bruker
469 D8X-ray diffractometer, USA) utilizingCu KR radiationwere used
470 to study the thickness, morphology, roughness of the films, and
471 phase characterization. The optical absorption and steady-state
472 photoluminescence spectra were recorded on a Varian Cary
473 500 spectrometer (Varian, USA) and an Edinburgh Instruments
474 FLS920P fluorescence spectrometer, respectively.
475 Device Characterization. The AM1.5G solar spectrum was simu-
476 lated by an Abet Class AAB Sun 2000 simulator with an intensity
477 of 100 mW cm�2 calibrated with a KG5-filtered Si reference
478 cell. The current�voltage (I�V) data were measured using a
479 2400 series sourcemeter (Keithley, USA). I�V sweeps (forward
480 and backward) were performed between �1.2 and þ1.2 V,
481 with a step size of 0.02 V and a delay time of 150 ms at
482 each point. External quantum efficiency spectra were recorded
483 versus wavelength with a constant white light bias of nearly
484 5 mW cm�2 using an Oriel QE-PV-SI (Newport Corporation).
485 FDTD Simulation. The FDTD simulation was conducted with
486 the Lumerical FDTD software package. Plane waves with wave-
487 lengths ranging from 300 to 900 nm were utilized. A unit cell
488 of the PDMS nanocone hexagonal array was studied, and a
489 periodic boundary condition was utilized.42 Power absorption
490 was calculated with eq 1:

Pabs ¼ � 0:5ωjEj2imag(ε) (1)

491 where Pabs is the absorbed power per unit volume, ω is the
492 angular frequency, E is the electrical field, and imag(ε) is the
493 imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity. Only Pabs inside the
494 perovskite layer was considered. Furthermore, the absorption
495 spectrum can be integrated with the AM1.5G solar spectrum
496 to obtain the integrated absorption. If the internal quantum
497 efficiency is assumed to be 100%, then the integrated absorp-
498 tion will be equal to the generation rate, namely, generated
499 electron�hole pairs per unit volume per second. In order to
500 model the antireflection films on a perovskite solar cell, a 5 μm
501 thick layer of PDMS on top of FTO glass was employed.
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